One of the challenges we face in human vision is recognizing handwritten digits, since digits writing by free hand may differ from one person to another, sometimes it can be difficult to identify exact type of digits due to their shape and style upon which the digit is written. Automatic recognition of handwritten digits using multi-layer sigmoid neural network provides a solution to this problem. This approach employs the use of sigmoid neuron with feed forward and back propagation technique. This tool can ensure accuracy of more than 98 percent in recognizing various handwritten digits.
Introduction
Handwritten digits plays important role in various firm such as reading payment checks, zip code, car plates, barcodes and so on. Also it plays important role to ensure no amount of figure is misread in critical systems like monetary systems where failure to recognize the correct digits could lead to huge loss of money and other inconveniences. So it becomes very much important to develop a tool that can identify handwritten digits accurately and efficiently. To ensure learning accuracy a data set containing vast amount of handwritten digits is prepared for training sigmoid neural network.
Dataset Preparation
The grayscale image of many digits is segmented into a sequence of separate images containing single digit. The grayscale intensity at a particular location of grayscale pixel in a dataset ranges between 0.0 and 1.0, where by 0.0 means white and 1.0 means black. Any value between 0.0 and 1.0 represent slightly darkening intensity. We use5000 training example from thousands of scanned images from MNIST data set.A matrix X is prepared by unrolling 28x28 grid of pixels into a 784-dimensional vector. Each of these training examples becomes a single row in a data matrix X.
If we let to be the weight of sigmoid neural network then the product between vectors X and weight can be computed by using transpose matrix, .
Dimensional vector, (y) represents labels of the training set.
Multi-layer Sigmoid Neural Network Design for Digits Classification
To present a training data of 28x28 pixel image of digits, we design input layer of 784neurons. We chose a hidden layer of 28 neurons denoted by n and the output layer of 10 neurons.
We build a multi-class classifier consisting of 10 classes to classify digits 0 through 9.The output neurons are arranged in such a way that outputs from each one of them corresponds to the value of the digit 0 through 9.
Biases are weights associated with vectors that lead from a single node whose location is outside of the main network and whose activation is always 1.The use of biases in neural network increases the capacity of the network to solve problems by allowing the hyperplanes that separate individual classes to be offset for superior positioning.
By taking x and y as the input and output vectors, our training example dimension will be 784 for x and 10 for y .Whereby for input vector x each entry represents grey scale value for a single pixel in the image. A careful selection of weight and biases is made to minimize the cost function given by gradient descent for better classification accuracy.
We are using regularized logistic regression with sigmoid function with feed forward and back propagation technique to train our neural network. Sigmoid function serves the purpose as activation function. Since the images are of size 28 x 28, this gives us 784 excluding bias unit. Dimensional weights are expressed as, Implementation of feedforward, Consider below equations.
Where 
Backpropagation
Back Propagation (BP) is a method for training multilayer feedforward networks It works by training the output layer and then propagating the error calculated for these output neurons, back though the weights of the network, to train the neurons in the inner (hidden) layers, the backpropagation algorithm employs the Delta Rule for calculating error at output units, while error at neurons in the layer directly preceding the output layer is a function of the errors on all units that use its output. The effects of error in the output node(s) are propagated backward through the network after each training case. We use back propagation to calculate the gradient of the cost function with regularized term, then we train the neural network by minimizing the cost function .
Setting the weights based on training patterns and the desired output is the crucial problem. The backpropagation is one of the simplest and most general methods for supervised training of multilayer neural networks. If the "proper" outputs for a hidden unit were known for any pattern, the input-to-hidden weights could be adjusted to approximate it. Back-propagation allows us to calculate an effective error for each hidden unit, and thus derive a learning rule for the input-to-hidden weights. Networks have two primary modes of operation: feedforward and learning. Feed-forward operation consists of presenting a pattern to the input units and passing the signals through the network in order to yield outputs from the output units. Supervised learning consists of presenting an input pattern and changing the network parameters to bring the actual outputs closer to the desired teaching or target values.
Figure 4: Backpropagation
First we run a "forward pass" to compute all the activations throughout the network, including the output value of the hypothesis ℎ ( ) . Then, for each node j in layer l, we compute an error term ( ) that measures how much that node was responsible for any errors in the output. 
Where, sigmoid = = 1 1+ − (10) is a real number given by A sigmoid function is a bounded differentiable real function that is defined for all real input values and has a positive derivative at each point.
A cumulative gradient is given by ∆ ( ) = ∆ ( ) + +1 ( ) (11) It follows that 
Learning Curves
An under-performing algorithm can be due to two possible situations: high bias (under-fitting) and high variance (overfitting). In order to evaluate our algorithm, we set aside a portion of our training data for cross-validation. Using the technique of learning curves, we can train on progressively larger subsets of the data, evaluating the training error and cross-validation error to determine whether our algorithm has high variance or high bias.
By observing a learning curves a high bias can be identified if regularized logistic regression to predict handwritten digits, results in to unacceptably large errors in its predictions on new set of features and performs poorly on the training set. The following measure has to be taken to mitigate high bias problem. If algorithm suffers from high bias we have to add more features, use fewer training samples and decrease regularization parameter (λ). Regularization add a penalty term that depends on the characteristics of the parameters. If a model has high bias, decreasing the effect of regularization can lead to better results. A high variance can be identified when prediction algorithm makes large errors a new set of images but has low error on the training set. To correct high variance we have to use a smaller set of features, add more training samples and increasing the regularization parameter (lambda λ).
Random initialization of weights
Although the ideal initial values for weights (i.e., those that will maximize the effectiveness and speed with which a neural network learns) cannot yet be determined theoretically it is general practice to assign randomly-generated positive and negative quantities as the initial weight values. Such a random distribution can help minimize the chances of the network becoming stuck in local minima. Typically, values are selected from a range −∈ , ∈ where 0.1 < a <2. The reason for using random initial weights is to break symmetry, while the reason for using small initial weights is to avoid immediate saturation of the activation function. One effective strategy for random initialization is to randomly select values for uniformly in the range −∈ , ∈ .We chose ∈ = 0.12 2 . This range of values ensures that the parameters are kept small and makes the learning more efficient. Then initialize the weights for ,one effective strategy for choosing ∈ is to base it on the number of units in the network. A good choice of ∈ is computed as depicted below.
Whereby are the number of units in the layers adjacent to We achieved a higher training accuracy by conducting more and more iterations.
Representations at the Hidden LayerWeights
In addition to visualizing on the transformation of patterns in a network, we can also consider the representation of learned weights. Because the hidden-to-output weighs merely leads to a linear discriminant, it is instead the input-to-hidden weights that are most instructive. In particular, such weights at a single hidden unit describe the input pattern that leads to maximum activation of that hidden unit. It is convenient to think of the hidden units as finding feature groupings useful for the linear classifier implemented by the hidden-to-output layer weights.
Experiment and Results
This system is implemented using Matlab 2015a.First we have to check whether our algorithm is under-fitting or overfitting the data by plotting cost on cross-validation set versus number of training set.
We chose different value of regularization parameter to determine the one which gives best accurate results and then we plot a graph of cost against regularization parameter (lamda). Regularized logistic regression algorithm is run for 400 iterations to minimize cost function. Results shows that as the number of iterations increase the computed cost values keeps on decreasing. Finally a prediction algorithm is executed to identify digits. Also the results shows that the confidence of neural network is for each digit prediction is more than 90 percent. 
Conclusion
This paper set a method for handwritten digits recognition using multi-layer sigmoid neural network trained by thousands of image of handwritten digits from training set. This approach is fast in computation and highly accurate compared to other methods. Based on this method further research can be done on this method to extend the capability of neural network to tackle most complex problems of machine learning.
